1.Introduction
Turbulence has well-known impacts on the large scale topology and wrinkling of a premixed flame, and may modify the internal structure of the flame through processes associated with local, time-dependent strain, curvature, and convective transport. The influence of turbulence on the chemical reaction pathways is less well understood; this question is particularly significant given that kinetic mechanisms are generally validated and benchmarked with measured data from canonical laminar flames, such as bomb reactors or steady laminar flames. In addition, flamelet modeling approaches generally use libraries developed from laminar calculations for unstretched and stretched flames (for example, [1] ) and it is essential to understand their validity in describing chemistry in highly turbulent flow fields.
The objective of this paper is to consider the extent to which chemical pathways vary with turbulence levels. A detailed discussion of the potential mechanisms through which turbulence could alter reaction pathways is given in our previous study [2] , and is briefly summarized here.
First, unsteady stretching and internal mixing in the flame by turbulent disturbances can alter the correlations between species concentrations and temperatures and hence reaction rates.
Similarly, the relative contributions of different reactions could be altered in turbulent flames due to unsteady kinetic and diffusive effects, such as if one species can rapidly adjust its local concentration to fluctuating local conditions, while another cannot. This also leads to differences in relative values of concentrations of different species at a given location or isotherm. These can, in turn, cause local changes to the reaction rates that may disturb the chemical pathways.
Finally, small turbulence length scales can lead to convective stirring within the flame itself, and give rise to spatially varying convective transport of species within the reaction volume.
The effect of turbulence on the flame structure and chemical pathways has been explored for a number of fuels, including hydrogen, methane, propane, n-heptane and n-dodecane [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Generally, it is found that global analysis (statistics averaged over the entire reaction volume) of chemical pathways exhibit limited changes, in comparison to the laminar flames counterpart. For example, Lapointe et al. [7] compared the dominant three fuel consumption reactions for nheptane and observed ~1-3% change between the relative role of each reaction toward the overall fuel consumption rate between turbulent and laminar cases. They also compared two high heatrelease reactions: CH 3 +O®CH 2 O+H and HCO+H®CO+H 2 , and noted less than 1% change in their contributions to the total heat release. Additionally, LTC studies for n-heptane flames by Savard et al. [8] suggest fuel oxidation for cool flames occur through the same chemical pathways in laminar and turbulent flames. Similarly, studies of H 2 /air [2, 6] and CH 4 /air [9] flames have shown relatively minor changes in the spatially integrated dominant chemical pathways. For example, the contribution of H+O 2 (+M)®HO 2 (+M) (the primary heat releasing reaction) to the total heat release for H 2 /air flames changed by 20% between unstretched laminar flame and Ka=36 turbulent flames and changed by only 5% between Ka=1 to Ka=36 for the turbulent flames. However, much larger changes in these contributions were noted for reactions of secondary influence. For example, H+OH+M®H 2 O+M (the third largest heat release contributor) is the most sensitive to increasing turbulence, and its contribution to heat release roughly doubles as Karlovitz number increases from 1 to 36. Overall, relatively minor changes in chemical pathways occur for the dominant contributors to heat release or fuel consumption, while relatively significant changes can occur for secondary contributors.
Much larger changes in reaction pathways are observed locally in the flame, suggesting more nuances to the question of how chemical pathways are altered by turbulence. A nearly universal observation from temperature-conditioned analysis is an increase in reactivity at low temperatures with increasing Ka, likely due to convective stirring within the flame by small scale eddies. For example, DNS of lean premixed H 2 flames [4, 5] showed an increase in low temperature heat release (~2-3 times the laminar heat release) due to the reactions H+O 2 (+M)→HO 2 (+M), HO 2 +H®OH+OH and HO 2 +OH®H 2 O+O 2 and a decorrelation in fuel consumption and heat release in regions of strong negative curvature. This is primarily attributed to an increased radical pool at lower temperatures. Similarly, there is an increase in low temperature heat release in lean, premixed methane flames due to the reactions H+O 2 (+M)→HO 2 (+M) and H+CH 2 O→HCO+H 2 [5] .
Another notable observation is the broadening of the preheat zone for a number of fuels. Aspden et al. noted thermal preheat zone thickening by a factor of 1.5-2.5 from Ka=1 to Ka=36 for methane flames [10] and 2.5-4 from Ka=1 to Ka=36 for n-dodecane flames [11] . Similarly, Savard et al. [12] observed a factor of ten increase in preheat zone thickness compared to its laminar flame counterpart for n-heptane flames at high Karlovitz numbers.
The above examples show turbulence effects on chemical pathways and flame structure using temperature as the variable for locally conditioning the analysis. Another way to consider local effects is to consider turbulence effects on specific geometric topological regions of the flame.
For CH 4 /air flames, the reaction pathways are a function of flame curvature [9] . For example, the dominant heat release reaction shifted from O+CH 3 →H+CH 2 O to OH+CO→CO 2 +H in the positively-curved elements relative to the overall flame. On the other hand, the negatively-curved elements and saddle-point exhibited no such shifts [9] . Day et al. [3] Similarly, the C 2 pathway shifted from 3% to 4% to 5% in regions (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
The study suggests that a relative strengthening of minor pathways could occur locally on the flame surface. This paper is a continuation of the effort to understand the global and local changes in chemical pathways for different fuels. The work presented here focuses on lean premixed n-dodecane/air flames, which have the property that the deficient reactant is heavier than oxygen and has a Le>1. Specifically, we are interested in how the progress rates of various key reactions, and their heat release, are affected by turbulence. Section (A) of the results provides an analysis for integrated quantities averaged over the entire flame surface. Section (B) discusses results conditioned on geometric topology. Section (C) presents the local effects of turbulence conditioned on temperature.
Methodology
We utilize the DNS data set from Aspden et al. [11] , which consists of a nominally onedimensional, lean (ϕ=0.7), premixed turbulent n-dodecane/air flame. The DNS is based on a Low-Mach number reacting flow model with mixture-averaged transport for molecular diffusion, Soret and Dufour transport, gravity and radiative processes are neglected [13, 14] . The You et al. [15] model for reaction kinetics, thermodynamic properties and transport coefficients is used.
This model consists of 56 chemical species and 289 reaction steps. Appendix A discusses the sensitivity of this model to different metrics for various model reactors/flames, including heat release, and the production rates of key species, and compares to those exhibited by other models of Luo et al. [16] and Narayanswamy et al. [17] . It is concluded that much of the analysis to follow is rather insensitive to the choice of detailed model. 
Here 3 is the turbulent rms velocity and . / is the unstretched laminar flame speed. For these cases, . / ≈ 22.6 cm/s and # ≈ 520 microns [11] . Table 1 summarizes these cases. Following closely the analysis procedures discussed in Dasgupta et al. [1] , the "local" flame behavior is quantified via integrated flame sub-volumes, constructed to pass through localized sections of a triangulated isosurface that represents an instantaneous snapshot of the flame following the methodology in Ref. [18] . The volumes extend through the flame from cold fuel to hot products, and have lateral boundaries aligned with integral curves in flame progress. A reference isosurface will be used to associate with each sub-volume the values of local curvature, stretch, and the flame normal. Here, the reference isosurface is taken as an isotherm at the temperature of peak heat release in a steady, unstretched flame at the same equivalence ratio (ϕ=0.7), 678 = 1460 K. Figure 1 shows the isotherm, 678 = 1460 K (colored by local values of the heat release) for the cases considered. Since the volumetric statistics are integrated normal to the flame, they are generally insensitive to the precise isotherm used. Details of the integration procedure and the subsequent averaging are detailed in Dasgupta et al. [2] . A corresponding procedure was performed on unstretched premixed flame (using PREMIX [19] ), a stretched, premixed laminar flames (using OPPDIF [20] ) and perfectly stirred reactor (using PSR [21] ) to compare the turbulent flame-chemistry interaction with simple laminar models. A typical maximum number of 6000 grid points was used to ensure convergence of individual 1D
OPPDIF runs with a value of 0.01 for adaptive grid control based on profile curvature and gradient (CURV and GRAD). The radial velocity is set to zero at the inlets. The stretch rate, κ, is given by the maximum value of -/ between the inlet and the first minima in the axial velocity profile. The extinction stretch rate, κ ext is 245 1/s. normal is defined using temperature gradients [18] . All data is interpolated on these normals. The average maximum temperature is obtained by taking the mean of the maximum temperature along all flame normals. The error bars indicate one standard deviation from the mean value of this maximum temperature at every Ka. This mean changes by ~80K from Ka=1 to Ka=108.
Comparing the temperature changes for the three calculations, there is a roughly 300K, 200K, and 80K difference for the PSR, stretched flame, and DNS. In other words, the PSR temperature changes the most and the DNS the least -we will return to this point later as it appears to be a key driver behind the much larger changes in chemical pathways for the PSR with residence time than is observed for the stretched flames, as well as a possible reason for the near insensitivity of integrated reaction metrics to Karlovitz number for the turbulent flame. 
Results and Discussions
In order to assess chemical pathways and the degree to which they are influenced by turbulence, we consider global (i.e., spatially integrated over the entire reaction zone) and local measures to quantify these changes. However, there are differences in sensitivity to k and t res , as well as in the dominant reaction at a given point, between the two reference calculations. For example, the reaction HO 2 +OH→O 2 +H 2 O increases with k with a maximum variation of ~8%. The same reaction decreases with decreasing residence time by ~65% for the PSR. Similarly, the reaction CH 3 +O→CH 2 O+H is fairly invariant stretch, changing by ~1% from / 7AB =0 to / 7AB = 0.97. The contribution of the same reaction increases by ~50% with decreasing PSR residence time. This observation is very different from that observed in the case of lighter fuels, such as hydrogen [2] and methane [9] , wherein the variation between the contribution of a given reaction for stretched flame and for PSR was within ~20%. These two reactions account for almost ~65% and ~90% of the consumption of CH 3 In general, all reactions for the turbulent and the stretched laminar flames show only minor variations with increasing turbulence intensity/ stretch. On the other hand, substantial variation is seen with changing residence times for the PSR. This is likely a thermal effect, as Figure 2 shows a significantly larger change in temperature with PSR residence time than for the stretched, laminar flame and the turbulent flames.
(B) Topologically conditioned results
This section focuses on curvature conditioning of the integrated metrics discussed above. Five different topological regions (concave/convex spherical elements, concave/convex cylindrical elements, and saddle-points) conditioned on the two principal components of curvature, J and ) ( J > ) ) are defined, as shown in Figure 6 . The arrows indicate the direction of "flame" propagation. It can be observed that most of the heat release occurs in the negatively-curved regions, as expected for this reactant mixture, where Le>1 and where burning is enhanced in negativelycurved regions. For Le>1, the mixture thermal diffusivity is higher than the mass diffusivity of the deficient fuel. As a result, in negatively-curved regions, the reactants lose species to the flame less rapidly compared to heat gained from the flame, resulting in stronger burning in these regions. The opposite behavior is seen for Le>1 positively-curved element. The contribution of the reactions in the negatively-curved and saddle-point elements behave similar to their global counter-part. For example, the contribution of the reaction CO+OH→CO 2 +H changes by ~6% for the global characteristics and for these three elements. Figure 9 plots the normalized rate of consumption/production of certain key species. The same dominant reactions for HCO can be observed in Figure 9 (a). For HCO consumption, note that HCO+O 2 →CO+HO 2 is the dominant HCO consuming reaction in the positively-curved elements (Figure 9(a, left) ) followed by HCO+M→H+CO+M. The contribution of HCO+O 2 →CO+HO 2 increases by ~25% with increasing turbulence intensities, whereas the contribution of HCO+M→H+CO+M decreased by ~25%. The same two reactions are observed for the negatively-curved elements and saddle-point elements (Figure 9(a, right) ). The order of the dominant reactions is reversed for these elements and show limited sensitivity to turbulence intensity. For OH we observe modifications in the contributions of the secondary reactions with increasing turbulence intensity for the positively-curved elements ( Figure 9(b, left) ). The consumption of OH by CO+OH→CO 2 +H decreases by ~15% with increasing turbulence intensity. At higher turbulence intensities, the reactions HO 2 +OH→H 2 O+O 2 , OH+H 2 →H 2 O+H and CH 2 O+OH→HCO+H 2 O have a higher consumption rate than 2OH→H 2 O+O, which is the second dominant OH consumer at lower turbulence intensities. The contributions of these reactions do not change significantly for the negatively-curved and saddle-point elements ( Figure   9(b, right) ). The pathways for water formation, one of the key products in hydrocarbon combustion, are strongly affected with increasing turbulence intensity for the positively-curved elements ( Figure 9(c, left) To summarize, the largest variations in reaction pathways with increasing turbulence intensity occur for positively-curved elements; variations for the negatively-curved elements and saddlepoint elements are much weaker. In Section (A), we showed that the integrated variation of the reaction rates and heat release by various reactions exhibit limited sensitivity to increasing turbulence intensity. We thus, examine the reaction rate profiles in temperature space, and compare them with two reference cases -the unstretched laminar, and the maximally stretched laminar (i.e. / 7AB ≈ 0.97) cases. To do this, we divide the temperature into bins of 25K from 298K to 1898K and plot the average values in each bin. The lower turbulence intensities of Ka=1 (and 4) follow the unstretched laminar profile well.
With increasing turbulence intensities, however the trend is not obvious. and Ka=12 there is a reduction in peak reaction rate whereas between Ka=12 and Ka=108 an increase in the peak reaction rate can be noted. In general, we observe a shift of reaction rate profiles towards higher temperatures. This is more clearly illustrated in Figure 13 . In fact, this latter reaction shows lower rates for much of the temperature range below 1600K.
The reaction, CH 3 +O→CH 2 O+H, exhibits an increased activity in the interim range, between 1200-1500K. It also shows increased rates above 1500K (though not as strong as in the interim region).
An interesting feature is observed for reactions involving fuel fragments whose rates peak in the low-temperature region (i.e. below 1200K). Figure 14 plots the variation of reaction rates for two representative reactions involving fuel fragments, pC 4 H 9 and nC 3 H 7 . A clear systematic shift of the reaction rate profiles towards higher temperature region with increasing turbulence intensity can be observed in Figure 14 . This behavior is consistent for all the reactions whose rates peak below 1200K (the temperature of peak fuel consumption). It can be observed in Figure 15 that the concentration profiles of nC 3 Figure 14 and the species concentration profile for nC 3 H 7 in Figure 15 .
The shift of the species profile can be partly understood by comparing the profiles with laminar calculations using Le=1 transport. For the species presented, the Le=1 profiles shift towards higher temperatures compared to their laminar mixture-averaged counterpart. Even though the Le=1 profiles do not replicate the behavior of the turbulent flames (at higher turbulence intensities), they provide a first indication of the effect of increased diffusivity due to turbulence on the chemical structure of the flame. This idea will be explored in our future work.
Conclusions
This paper examines the effects of turbulence on the chemical pathways for lean premixed ndodecane/air turbulent flames. It is observed that the fractional contribution of the dominant heat release reactions changes very little with increasing turbulence intensity, even at turbulence levels where the flame structure is significantly disrupted. For example, the reaction, CO+OH→CO 2 +H which accounts for ~15% of the total heat release shows limited variation (~6%) for Ka varying from 0 to 108. The H 2 O formation reaction, HO 2 +OH→O 2 +H 2 O, contributes about ~12% to the total heat release, and increases by ~5% over the same range.
For the curvature-conditioned results, it is observed that the negatively-curved and the saddlepoint elements behave similar to their global counterpart. For example, the contribution of the reaction CO+OH→CO 2 +H, which accounts for ~15% of the total heat release, changes by ~6%
for the global characteristics and for these three elements. However, more significant changes are observed for the positively-curved elements. The most dominant heat release reaction changes from CO+OH→CO 2 +H to HO 2 +OH→O 2 +H 2 O in the positively-curved elements with increasing turbulence intensities. The most significant change is seen for the reaction H+OH+M→H 2 O+M, with a decreased contribution of ~50% in the positively-curved elements. A stronger sensitivity of the reaction path for different species is observed in these elements as well. For example, the contribution of the second dominant OH consuming reaction, 2OH→H 2 O+O, decreases by ~50% with increasing turbulence intensity, whereas in the negatively-curved elements it changes by ~5%. Certain species show altered pathway between the different elements. For example, the dominant HCO consuming reaction for the positively-curved elements is HCO+O 2 →CO+HO 2 .
The dominant reaction changes to HCO+M→H+CO+M in the saddle-point and negativelycurved elements.
The turbulent flame results mirror closely those of the stretched flames. For example, the dominant CH 3 -consuming reaction, CH 3 +O→CH 2 O+H, is responsible for 65% of the total CH 3 consumption, and changes by ~7% with increasing turbulence intensity. The same reaction changes by ~4% from / 7AB =0 to / 7AB = 0.97 in the steady stretched flames.
Overall, turbulence does not seem to affect the integrated reaction rates or heat release. However, local analysis reveals effects that are not reflected in these integrated quantities. All reactions have increased reaction rates at higher temperatures (i.e. >1200K) and reduced rates at lower temperatures. The most dramatic change is observed for reactions involving fuel fragments with peak rate near 900K.
Several questions remain for future work. A comparison of the effects of turbulence on different fuels is warranted. Earlier studies indicate a higher low temperature activity for light fuels such as H 2 and to some extent CH 4 [4, 5] . The current study shows a different effect on n-dodecane flames. It would be interesting to look at a comparative local analysis for all these fuels.
Additionally, further investigation is necessary to understand the non-monotonic change of the turbulent profiles with increasing turbulence intensity for n-dodecane. Finally, consequences of this understanding on chemistry models for simulations is required. The chemistry models heavily rely on laminar calculations for validations and it is essential to verify if a limited set of progress and controlling variables can capture all the important features of the flame.
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